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A

BRIEF INTRODUCTION

TO

FIELD EMISSION THEORY

various kinds of emission of electrons trø
xnetal8 fall into two classifications based on the way in
which the electrons escape froni the nietals. Thormionic
emission, photoelectric exxiission, and secondary electron
The

emission, all of which can be explained without the use of

wave mechanical theory, depend upon the addition of

to

some

enory

of the electrons inside the nietal in 8ufficieflt

quantities that they can overcome the surface potential
barrier which corifineß them,

in the case of thorzuionic

emission, this additional energy results from heatina the

metal, in photoelectric emission, the energy comes from a
photon of the incident licht, and the energy for secondary
electron eìniss1n is transmitted by the fast moving
primary particle. In each case the electrons inside the
netal are raised to a
escape,

hìher energy level before they

Emißsion of the other type, which does not require

the addition of energy to the electrons within the metal,

cannot be explained without the concepts of wave-mechanics.
AL; a

result of the wave nature of

Latter, when a

particle of total energy E strikes a potential barrier of
any finite thickness and of height U where U > E, the

probability that the particle will pass through the
potential barrier is different from zero (6, pp. 277-2do)
(21, pp. 192-193).

For objects of ordinary size, the

probability of barrier penetration Is extremely small,
but for atomic and sub-atomic particles, the effect may
The phenomenon of the penetration of

be readily measured

such a potential barrier by a particle Is known as the

tunnel effect,

In the caso of the potential ba'rior as

experienced by electrons near the surface of a metal
which is being subjected to a very high electric field,
the tunnel effect

ives rise to the release of electrons

from the metal, such emission of electrons being called
field emission or cold cathode emission1
Figure 1 illustrates a ono dimensional potential

barrier under various assumptions as it influences
electrons near a metal

Figuro

shows the

barrier of infinite thickness which occurs when there
is no electric field external to the metal, and Figure

lB illustrates the finite barrier thickness which results

from the application of an external electric field whose
direction is towards the metal.

The anale of inclination

g of the line cA below the horIzontal is dependent upon

the electric field external to the metal, being greater

for greater applied fields (21, pp. 192..193).

As there is

a finite probability that an electron approaching the
surface from inside the metal will penetrate this finite

potential barrier, the electron may find itself outside
the notai.

Fowler and Nordheixu (13, p, 173.179) applied

to such a potontLal barrier

wave mechtnicz

arivd at
the cpresion for fe1d-ettod tìectxon cu.rrext density
as a functioi of th. external applied 1ectic field azid
runction

woi'k

o

the ret&i*
1Va

J.aioThe

and

,

7

F

'+)

Ç

'

(1)
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assumption ot this simplified potential barrier as

in Figure lB does not take into account at least
one very important force which acts on the electron,
After the electron leaves the metal surface there is an
additional force on ttdue to its elictrical imaße in the
sonewhat siiooth metal surface which it has just left
behind, Th effect of the iaage force is to further
shown

reduce the height as well as the thickness of the poteri-

tial barrier

as Is indicated

of the barrier

may

Figure 1G. The thickness
be decreased and the probability of
Ln

barrier penetration therefore ¿reatly increased by
increasing the electric field applied to the nietal. If
this is done the top of the barrier is lowered towards
the Fermi electron level and the electrical i.ege effect
becomes proportionately larger. The practical limit of
the field current which cari be drawn is not determined
by the rato at which electrons can be supplied by field

* SeeAppendix

for

a

list

of symbols used.

emission from the metal, the latter being infinite for
all practical puxposes as may be seen from the equations

below,

Nordheim (20, p. 629) and Sommerfeld and Bethe
(2L.,

pp. 136..L.L3) modified the assumptions of Fowler and

Nordheim to include the effect of the image force.

The

result is

J

(2)

ecp

i,5'!O'

.

where

j3.78.iOl
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(3)

and
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In the latter expression,

K:
and

ri
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ri

siYd

.KÚc):J

o

A

(,,25jZ)J#

o

table of f(y) for various

v.ues

Nordheim (20, pp. 626-63L) and the

or y is given by
saine

information is

given in graphic form by Abbott and Xienderson (1, p. 1*).

Houston (ls, p.

3L19)

(7,

p.

Sl)

.;ives

the following

expression similar to equation (2) in which the numerical

coefficients aro changed to conform to more recent determiu*tions of the physical constants and to correct an error
in Nordheim'a function f(y).

J=

I.5

'IO

f

3/z

e,çP

F
{g3)o?

fc&]

ives * table of current

Dolan (3, pp. 510-511) also

densitIes as calculated by equation (5) for

wide range

of work functions and electric fields, which table also

includes recent corrections of LozdIieim's function t(y)
(equation

h-).

Upon taking the logarithm of both sidos of equation
(s), a relationship between current density and applied

electric field for a given (constant)value of work
function results.

This re].ationahip can be

represented

that is nearly a straight line. Deviations
from linearity over a raigo of current densities covering
several orders of magnitude are slight and the curve may
be closely approximated by a straight line of the form

by a curve

p.t

J

kA' --p-

.

(6)

Since the current density is the current per unit area and
the electric field is proportional to the anode-cathode

potential, 1f the emitting area is assumed constait,

equation (6) can be written in the

f ornt*

'I

(,

k A

J

Millikan and

-

(7)

aurit8eu (16, p. L9) give the empirical

equation

I =

A

e)cp[_

(8)

]

to describe the relationship between field current arid the

potential applied between anode and cathode.

Equation (7) presents a sraig

f orwaxd and

im3e

test of experimental data to determine whether or not

For field

electron currents are due to field emission.

enilasion currents, the graph of In I va the reciprocal of

V is a straight line.
In order to obtain field currents of any practical

magnitude frein a tungsten emitter it is necessary to
produce electric fields in the order of lO
(17, p. 292).

potentials

oz

to IO

volts/cm

This may be done by generating very high

by app»ing reasonably large potentials to

anode-cathode configurations especially chosen because of
the large fields which result from their use.

Electrode

&eoinetries which cpdte obviously give riße to regions of

high electric field stLrDounding the cathode are (1) a
small diaaeter wire cathode inside a concentric cylindrical

* Seelppendix A for list of symbols used.

VI

anode and (2) a needle shaped cathode opposite a plano
anode or at the center of a spherical anode.

choice of shape and size, fields $u.rround1n

particularly the latter type,

cart be made

large at applied potentials of as low as

By proper

such cathodes,

sufficiently
OOO volts that

the resulting field currents may be nieasu.red easily by

existin techniques. Soxie of the earlier field emission
work was done with cylindrical electrodes, but needle
shaped cathodes have wider use at present because

they

give rise to much hi,her fields for the same applied

potential.

Another reason for their use is the fact that

the resulting raanification is two dimensional in contrast

to riianification in

only one direction produced by

cylindrical olectrodea,
the divergence of the

magnification caused by
electron "be" radially from a
The

point instead of from a line (wire) permits the use of a
needle shaped

emitter as the

electron source in a type of

electron microsc)pe (the Mueller field emission microscope)

which is discussed below.

Because of the exponential

dependence of field current on applied electric field, a

point emitter can yield an oven

greater total

current for

a given applied potential than a wire emitter of any size

which is practical.
In practice, it is necessary to operate a field

emitter in a good vacuum (of the order of lO

mm

or

better) because positive ions produced by bombardment of

L;]

the residual gaa by field emitted electrons

may

strike

the emitter in quantities large enough to initiate a vacuum

are (10, pp. lO3-l0i.).

A field emitter needle is mounted on a hairpin fila

ment which is u8ed for cieanin
while it is in a vacuum.

the euitter by heating,

The filaient and emitter cathode

are sealed into a g;lass envelope usually containing only
one other electrode, namely the anodo

A field emitter

anode commonly takes one of two forms.

The first is a

flat piece of sheet metal, often tungsten, mounted. in the
tube in such a waj that the axis of the needle cathode Is

perpendicular to the plane anode and pointing

geometric

towards its

center,

proximately

The anode-cathode spacing

is not critical if the plane is of large area, but a

closer spacing does result in a somewhat greater field at
the

cathode1

to-plane tube

This type of tube is referred to as a pointai id

is used where high currents are desired.

The point-to-plane tube has the disadvantage for some kinds
of experimental work that no visual evidence

oÍ'

field

emission can be obtained from it,
A field emission tube, equipped with a fluorescent

screen for observing indirectly the field emitted electrons,
is called a Mueller field emission microscope or a Mueller

projection tube (Figure 2) (17, p. 5L1) (13, pp.

3iL37).

Necessarily, this type of tube must contain an anods which
is transparent to hi;h velocity electrons,

its transparency

resulting because

it

consist& of a niesh or s1n1e loop
of wire or because of lbs thinness. Mueller, (17, pp. 5Ll
;5o) the Inventor of the field emission microscope, used

wire ring type anode, but this has the disadvante that
during high current oceration, the fluorescent screen,
a

which

is

a non-conductor, becomes

negatively charged

due

to the accumulation of electrons on it. lfnder this
condition, other field electrons approaching the screen
are repelled, nullifying the screen action. This difficu].ty cari be overcome by replacing the wire ring by an
anode consisting of a v.r thin layer of metal such as
aluminum evaporated onto the back of the phosphor screen

(Figure 2), Who metal layer must be thin enough so that
the field emitted electrons, which have fallen through an
accelerating potential of 2 KV or more by the time they
reach the anode, pass on throagh it and strike the screen.
Visible light is emitted as a result of the Impact of the
electrons with the screen.

Because of the relatively long

decay time of the phosphor and the rapid sequence at

impacts of electrons on the screen, the resulting image
appears to be continuous in time.
Consider a needle shaped field cathode whose tip is
placed at the center of a hemispherical anode consisting

et

thin metal film on the inside of a spherical glass bulb.
Because of the large electric field near the end of the
cathode, which results from an applied potential Qf a few
a

lo

thousand volts, electrons emitted at the tip of the
needle attain an extremely large velocity in traveling

millimeter. Since the field

on1a small fraction of

a

is

surface, the electrons, whieh

norrnal to the cathode

traveling parallel to the field when first emitted,
traverse nearly radial linea to the anode. As the
electrons from the emitter produce a visible ivage on

are

the fluorescent acreen whose size results front the strong

diver2ence of the

beain,

this experimental arrangement is

properly called an electron microscope,

t

has been found

possible with most emitters to obtain a rather close Lit
of a circular arc of 1200 or so to the profile of each
emitter at the tip. The radius of this circle is called
the "radius
71).

of the

emitter" or the tip radius (9, pp.

The magnification of

the

73

electron microscope Is

approximately the ratio of the radius of the spherical

anode to

that of the emitter,

the order of lO

a

typical value being of

(17, p. 550).

In observing the effects of field emission by means
of the fluorescent screen, it is found that there Is a

considerable variation in

of the screen (Figure

1iht intensity

over the surface

19) because of differences In the

rata of emission of electrons from the various areas of
the cathode surface.

Ught

The resulting configuration of

and dark areas is known as the field emission

i'

pattrr
he

or zonot1i.Ez just

corre1atd with th

th

ci'y$t1

can

arid

with

th4

partie-

orysttl lattice relative to the

scrsen (18, pp. 319s329).

function of

pttrn

tructire of the materia).

of vtL.th tho emitter recd1e la made

ular Qrientation of it

This

patterü.

It i

sin1ø crystal of

W11
a

knoWfl that the

mta1

work

is different for

di:rferent crrsta1 faces and that the values of work

functions u8ttaily found in tab1e

1are numbers
pians

of faces.

are average Yaiue$ over

It has been found that crystal

of high atom population have

hrher work functions

than the average work function of the material
arid

that th

iii

question

pisnos of low atom popu1atior have lower than

work functions (23, pp. 661-67!J.
piare8 Of greato3t aton popìlation ar

crystal

those with the

smallest numßrieal values of the Miller indicea, it

ronows that those planes of high work function have low
Wilier indices.
The field eurrent may be seen frani equation

strongly dependent upon work funetion and it

s

()

to be

possible

to aecount for the variationa in the intensity of the

pattern on thi2 basis (17, p, 5O).

In particular,

assuming the emitter tip to consist of a single crystal
(18, pp.

3l8329), i.e.

to be

onocrystalline, the dark

erces of the emission pattern correspond to erission from
crystal pianes of low Miller indices on the emitter
surface and the light areas correspond to emission from

12
piane$ of htgher tndice.
It is custoinax'y to speak of crystal directions

rather than crystal planes in connection wIth the field

emission pattern, and

trie

referrea to as flholest.

dark areas of the pattern are
The directiou normal to a

crystal plano of Miller indices (hkl) is called a crystal
directtofl and is also assigned the indices [hid).

hole, corresponding to emission

(ox'

A dark

lack of it) from the

(hkl) plane and therefore the [hkl) direction on the

monocrystallino emitter tip, is coznionly called the "hkl
hole".

As was inferred from the above discussion,

dark holes correspond to surface crystal planes of

the

Mgh

atonile population.

Due to its relationship to crystal structure, the

emission pattern consists of an array of regularly
arranged dark holes on a light background, the holes
line through the

usually possessing syimnetry about

sorne

pattern (see Figures 19 and 20).

It is interesting to

note that the geometry of the emission pattern from a

clean metal emitter Is in no way related to the type of

metal of which the emitter is constructed but only to
its crystal structure

Thus, the emission patterns of

clean tungsten and clean molybdenum are the same since
both these naterials crystallize with body-centered cubic
structure.

Small quantities of impurities introduced onto

the clean emitter group themselves around certain of the

13

crystal directions in a way whieì

depends upon the

e.ttter material.
The field emission pattern is useful ii determining
the cleanliness of the emitter and in observing the

behavior of the emitter surface and of impurities intro-'
duced onto it under variou.a experimental conditions.

Although the latter is a very useful tool, it is not ot
value here and is thoroughly discussed elsewhere (1L,
pp.

329346).

The criterion for the cleanlIness of a

field emitter is the lack of irregular bri

t

or dark

spots and large dark areas on the emission pattern

(compare Figure 20A which is a photograph of a clean

tungsten pattern with Figure 20ß which is that of the
same tungsten emitter with oxygen as adsorbed ixpurity).

ThE DETAILS OF EXPERfliENTAL TECHNIQ.tJE

mitter and Filament Construction
Many variations in such experiia.ental techriiqus as
emitter fabrication,

t'.ibc

construction, and tube operation

are possible; the procedu'es described here are thoEc
coimnonly used b

College,

the physice research

'rop at Linfield

Since tungsten is the uost conmonly used. field

eitter interial,

th

techniques thich apply to that

metal will he described now, leaving with

dicuS5i3n of the
ar

later the

odificatiors of these tchniquos vthich

ncossary when dealin

with rheniui,

As 1puritie5 alter the emission characteristics of
a field cathod, it la necessary to c1ea

an eid.tter after

it has been sealed into an evacuated tube.

accomplished by Ìieatin

Cleaning is

the eniittr to sufficiently high

temperatures to evaporate absorbed and adsorbed contami-

nants

but,

keeping the tenperatures

point of the pure xiotal.

wel].

below the melting

Undoubtedly the prime reason

for the extensive use of tungsten for field eziitter
its hit,h melting point which perxnit

is

heating to very high

tenperatures without excessive geometric change.

The

heating of a needle shaped field cathode is accomplished
through heat conduction by mountiub it on
pin" tilaxrent which

cari

¿t

tungsten "haIr-

be heated by means of a current

15

fiowiiC through lt (18, pp. 3].L-315)

tgsten

filament

e cm piece of 15 mii

tunten

Such a

Item 1),

s

wire

(Figure 3A)

the 11iìbs of th

p. 571).

ay be fabricated from an

(e

Appendix B,

The wire, which u8ua11i comes

firb Etraitened
center

(9.,

sind

hairpin

about 90° with each other (Figure

Spoolß, t$

crn

then bent
rnaìe

t

the

an an'1

of

The radiu8 of

313),

curvature of the bent part should be about i

shtrper bend wIll weaken the wire and cause
The hen6
norrLa1

1:3

then

aqueois

nserted i mm below the

w;
it.

a

to

urfae

p1inter.
of a i

o1ution of NaOH and is electrolytically

etched by ioans of a current which passes between it and
the solution (thoigh a piece of NI

iire, which Is inert

to the NaOII), as fol1owi:
(1)

dc etch at 10 volts with tungsten as anode for about
6o see,

(2) ac etch at about 1

volts for approximately 30 sec.

(3) repeat steps (1) and (2)

(for shorter times 1f

necessary)

until the etched section is reduced te about

(Piure 3C).

Both ac and dc etchinç

dc etch results in a

just below the
tends

reion

urface

ei1

mIls

riecesaar

as the

of constriction in the wire

the solution and the

to taper the etched section to

vrth increastn

tiro

7

liquid depth.

o

etch

ia1ior diarnot;er

The combIned effect

to

produce a section in the center of the filament of small,

i6

but nearly unifonn diameter.
The filament is now bent so that the limbs are
parallel and about i to 1. mm apart and a bead 2 to
mm long of 2 nun O.D. uranium glass (Appendix B, item 2)
i slipped over the limbs ( ?igux'e 3D) and fused onto the
hairpin filament about 12 to 1 inni froni the bend (see
Fi;ure 3E). ¶t!o lend further strength to the filament
assembly uz'sniwn glass is used as its thermal coefficient
of expansion

is very close to that of tun&sten

and

it

will not crack during heating of the filament. Caro must
be exercised that the limbs are not too far apart and the

if

the filament structuze
is to be placed in the modified sample rod of the electron
microscope for obsezving the tip z'.gion of the emitter
bead not too large in diameter

needle (p. 19).

In order to obtain mechanical stability of the
filament structure and at the same time, to keep the
temperature of the limbs well below the melting point of
the ?1ass bead during the extreme heating of the emitter,
it has boon found that a suitable ratio of diameters of
the unotchod to that of the etched sections is about

I.

current is passed through the filament (in
vacuum) the narrow section, if properly proportIoned,
glows white hot due to its greatly increased electrical
resistance before the unetched limbs emit any visible
1.

If

a

radiati on.

to

The heating can, In this way, be localized In the
The eonstric.

vicinity of the emitter-filament spotweld.
tion is therefore etched to about

L.

mils in i normal NaOH

as follows:
(i) ac etch at iSV for about 6 sec.
(2) dc etch at 27V with the tungsten as anode for 1

to 20

sec.
The limbs aro then ¡nade the same length and at the same

time their ends are smoothed by electrolytically etching

them completely off.

Note that they should not be sheared

or pinched off as this causes them to split and splinter.

An

emitter blaxik consisting of about

a

L.

mm length of

5 n11 tungsten (Appendix B, item i) is spotvelded onto the

filament as shown in Figure 3F.

Larger diameter blanks

may be used but those of small diameter are more quickly
etched and usually result in sharper points,

After the

spotwelding process, the entire filament structure and

emitter blank

may be given

a very short ac etch to remove

any sharp points or other irregularities some of which

frequently

result during the pot welding.

The emitter assembll is now complete except for etch-

ing the needle point onto the emitter blank,

For this

purpose, the filament ta clamped with the blank pointing

vertically downward in a holder

iich is best manipulated

by faste:ing it to a vertical rack and pinion.

y means

of the latter the blank may be lowered into the solution

(again i normai NaOH) and held steadily during etching.
The stand and carriage from an old microscope with a

aiall chuckattached to the carriage is excellent for
this

pUXO3e (Figure

4).

The assexrbly is lowered until

the bend in the filament is submerged and thon is

partiall7 retracted until the liquid surface breaks away
from the filament and contacts only the blank.
assures approximately the

emitters and at the

saine

sait.

This

final length for all

time , make s thea short enough

so that losses due to radiation during heating aro kept
siiall.

The latter is desirable as the temperature to which

the eniitter i

heated is most easily observed by an optical

pyrometer which is uaually focused on the junction of

filament and emitter shank rather than the emitter tip
itself because of the unusually small size of the point.

Etching is accomplished by an alternating potential of

from

volts.

to l

Until some skill is attained, an optical microscope
of magnification 100X to L5OX is useful at various

staes

in the finsi. tailoring of the emitter in order to determino

when the point is approaching the proper sharpness, and
until soue practice has been obtained, frequent observa'
tions

wih

a

microscope are necessary.

However, the

diiiensions of the tip region of a good tungsten emitter

needle are smaller than the limit of resolution of an

optical microscope and, for this reason, the ultimato
sharpness of any point is beet determined with the aid of
7l-572). The radius of
an ltron xaicroscope (9, pp
tho tip in conjunction with the half angle of the cone
which best fits the emitter behind the tip is a measure
of emitter sharpness. As previously stated (p. 10),
with nost etuitters lt has been found possible to obtain
a rather close fit of a circular aire of 1200 or so to the
profilo of each emitter at the tip. The radius of this
circle is called the "radius of the emitter" or the tip
radius.
The

Electron Microscopy of Needle Shaped Field Emitters
in order to

get

a

field emitter into

an *0* (Appendix

type LM.T. electron icrosoope, the standard
brass sample rod (Figure A) i removed from the microscope and replaced by one of special design which can be
3,

item

3)

built in

any good shop.

The new

rod

is constructed in

that the entire filanont structure may be
contained inside the rod, the emitter axis lying nearly
perpendicular to the direction of motion of the electrons
and the emitter tip near the center of the electron bean
euch a way

(9,

pp. 571-572).

The modifieatLons of the

th'awin

of Figure 53.

sample rod are shown In the

In these figures,

A

is the hole

into which the specimen holder is inserted and through

which the electron beam passes.

Into the hole D which

is drilled to a depth of about 2 inches with a number

2L.

drill, is insez'ted the filament structure with the

emitter tip

netz' the axis

of hole A.

The filament may be

held in position with a small bead of vacuum wax but care

must be taken that the filament is grounded to the sample
rod, otherwise the emitter cannot be kept in focus because
0f the charge it acquires as a result of

electrons from the beam.

beine

struck by

Grounding may be acciplishod by

titly around
be taken that the bead of

means of snall wire springs wound to fit
the filament limbs.

Caro must

wax does not close off the hole D as the air enclosed
inside will expand when the rod is placed inside the

chamber and Is likely to force the emitter into the wall
of hole A.
The standard sample rod of the RCA type E.M.T. electron

nicroscope remains in the instrument at all times during

normal operation,

The

modification,

shown

in Figure

SB,

permits the rod to he slid partially out of the microscope
in the usual way but allows part of the rod to be removed

completely from the ìaicroscope.

A

clip can

be made which

fits around the rod and contains a pin that fits into the

small hole E to hold

the part

part C is being removed.

B

of the sample rod while

he clip also preienta the part

of the rod from falling into the vacuun chnber. With
part C of the rod free from the microscope, insertion and
adjustment el' the f ilamont and emitter, which is done with
B

facilitated.

vertical position of the
emitter tip inside the hole A (FIguro ) is somewhat
critical, but there is a disk shaped region of finite
thickness, as rueasured parallel to the axis of hole A,
such that if the tip of the emitter lies within this region,
tweezers, is

it

The

can be brought into focus by the microscope.

this modifIcation has been in use at the
Linfield College laboratory for several years, it has two
disadvantages which have recently been overcome. First,
Ir it Is desirable to see and/or photograph more than one
profile of an emitter, the sample rod must be removed from
the nicroscope before the filament structure can be rotated
relative to the rod. In addition, there must be a period
of pumping after the vacuum seal has been broken by
removing the rod. Second, because of inclination of the
hole i) to the axis of the sample zod, there is an
Although

elongated depression of length F (Figure 5) which opens
the vacuum chamber to the atino sphere for a time depending
upon the speed with which the rad is moved Into or out of
the chamber. Opening of the chamber results because the
two rubber vacuum gaskets built into the microscope to
8urround

the rod are spaced for

the hole A and not for

one of different dimensions as measured along

the surface
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of the rod.

An even

reater period of puiipin

is required

to restore the vacuum after the chamber has beei

opened

directly to the atmosphere.
These two difficulties
C

of the sûmple rod of

eire

removed by replacing part

Fiuze liB br thø corresponding

part shown in Figuro 6A,

The brass rod C is drilled

longitudinally to the hole A by means of g 1/8" drill and
the rod E is machined to fit the hole sungly,

The vacuum

seal between E and C is maintained by the rubber gasket G

which is compressed by a brass bushing and spring,

The

control knob F and attached celluloid protractor scale S
are fastened to E by ntaxis of a set screw.

Into the

shoulder on rod C are fitted two pins to permit bayonet

locking of C and H for the purpose of xiaintainin

aket

compresslonal force on the

G.

the

The filament

structure and emitter aro inserted into the slit in the

rod E (Figuro

6i3)

and hold fast by me*uis of a

Iod E is then placed inside C With the emitter

approximately on the axis of hole A.

ample rod, the emitter may

et screw.

tp

By neans of thie

be rotated about its axis

to view and photograph any profile without breaking the
vacuurLi

standard electron microscope procedure is used once
the sample rod containing the filament and emitter is

iside

the microscope,

It

aiay

be recalled that what is
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oerved

ir

an e1etron microscope

ì

the sadovi of the

emitter and not the surface or the emitter.

prims

ul'

ncativo, taken

Iostti,e

lU an electron microscope, of

typical emitter sbadowgraphs aro shown in Figures i6 and
17.

It has boon f ound that two profiles at right angles

to each other aro sufficient for moot work and that only

when unuua1 projections of material or markings on the
sides of an emitter are present are moro viovs necessary.

After being mirographed, emitters may be stored by
inserting the limbs into a slit in the small end of a
cork which can then be used as a base or stand.

hey may

be protected from dust and damage by a length of glass

tubing which tig1tiy fits the cork and is soaled at one
end.
The

DEn

and Conetz1uct1on of tke Mueller

ube

in order to mount the fiia ient and etched needle
cathoda in an epermmontal fiold emission tube, the ends
of the filament limbs are bent slightly outward as shown

in Pïguxe 3G and are spotwelded onto the lead-in wires of

Prefabricated leads of

an inseal constructed as follows:

O mil twisted (flexible) nickel buttweldod to short

lengths of tungsten are available commercially.
.ulite Company (Appendix

whìch are

!

13,

item

Li.)

The

produces such leads

inches in length of whIch about l'

is

4
tuigteii

t

Firs

pre-c1anod and
t;OEry

these leads

The 4;uiiten o1

7*).

oady for the

piocs

xLd1zin

tunston which is aoaap11shed

is the oxidation of the

lt in air to a dilI red.

A black oxido

ihat thu wire haa boon left in the flanio too

indlcate

l3n

and the roetitthg seal will not be

vauun

If tua wiz'e is not sufficiently red, a poor

A 2

roauit alio,
it8lli

o:ie

2)

The

procesa

no3t .Lmportant operation in the entire sea11n

b' heatixì

prepara-

on a glaz$ bead (2, pp. 126.131).

to fußin

i

ca

t1jht.

eal will

glass (Appendix B,

aløove of uranium

the SO mil tungsten and, at first,

Ià fitted ov

1ien

oad is fused onto the wire.

is fused to the wire bi

heai

ithe

whole

lenth

from the iealed end

towards the open end to prevent the foration of air

bubbles

The final color of the tungsten

nder the blasa.

ozido seal should be from golden yellow to reddish brown.

About a
t

3.

App øndix B , i toni 2 )

sarao

i.s

fised onto a 2 inch I eng th of the

diaxater pyxex (Appendix 3, item 5) which has be3n

fiarad toaboub 7/8 inch diaíiater at one
Figure 7B.

The beads of

the lead wires

the

las

cm length of 3 zm O.D. uraniu

ieal

ae

.traziii

t3nd

as

showr in

glass on tuo tungsten of

thea fused into the uranium

lasa of

bT pinching down bho larger tubing around the

beads (Figure 7C) (2, pp. lÌ47l5l).
of glass to metal is used

beaue

This arrainiert

it IS

)ifficuit to seal
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the tungsten directly into the large tubing and at the

same time to maintain the proper oxido on the tungsten.

As stated previously, tungsten Is

f1rt

sealed Into

uranium glass and then into Pyrex because the thernial

coefficient of expansion of uranium t1ass 11es between
that of tungsten and Pyrex.

The coefficients of expansion

of Pyrex and tungsten are such as to make a direct Pyrex
to tungsten seal Impractical.

Since It is difficult to make a spotweld of tungsten
to tungsten using wire of large diameter,

a

short lenth

ot SO mil nickel Is spotwelded onto the 50 mli tungsten
of the leads first (Figure 7D) and the filament structure
Is then spotwelded onto the nickel.

(A drop of alcohol

at the nickel - tungsten joint prevents oxidation durIng
the welding.)

Another reason for using additional lengths

of wire (spacers) on tho loads is to provide au adjustment
so that the emitter tip may be more nearly centered in the

spherical field emission tube,

The spotwolds at both ends

of the nickel spacers are covered by a sleeve of small

diameter glass tubing (Figure ID) to prevent field emission

and vacuum area from rouglinesses at the welds.

The

completed assembly Is shown In Figure 7E.
The spherical field emission tube (1lueller tube)

consists of a

OO ml spherical Pyrex flask (Figure 8A)

into which are sealed an exhaust tube of about 1 cm O.D.
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Pyrex, and a "button sea1

(Figurea

t3B

and 9F),

The lead to the button seal is of the type described

above (Appendix

13,

item

uranium glass (Appendix
(Figure 9B).

Li..)

(Figure 9A) with a 2

13,

iteni 2)

inn

O.D.

bead fused onto it

Note the difference between the shapes of

Fiuros

the beads in

713

and

913.

The taper permits the

bead to be inserted and easily sealed into the constricted
tubing of Figure 9D without pinching down the tubing.

Short lengths of Pyrex and uranium glass (Figure 90) are

fused toether and the uranium

glass is drawn out, broken

off, and rounded, (Figure 9D) leaving a small opening at
the end into which a lead sixuilar to that shown

9B can be sealed (Figure 9E).

After the removal of most

of the Pyrex tubing (Figure 9F), the button
to be fused Into

good

A

the

n Figure

al is ready

field emission tube.

electrical connection is

made to the inside

of the tube by brushing, in a narrow band around the tube
Interior,
8B),

5O0

liquid platinum (Appendix B, Item 6) (see

Figw.

After it has dried, the tube Is biked in air at
to

600°c

for 30 minutes, during which time, the

platinum salts are reduced to metallic platinum which
becomes fused into the glass,
arid

As many as three coats

corresponding periods of baking may be required to

produce a metal filin which is a sufficiently good
conductor,

It has been found from

experience

that a good

crIterion for proper electrical conduction is that the

film be opaque to visible liiht.
Because of a reaction

layer or alumin

between the platinum and a

to be laid down

later,

reaction
coat or liquid
which

electrical discontinuity, a
gold (Appendix B, item 7) is painted over the platinum
and baked for l min. at OO°C. Gold is not used for

may

cause

the

first

few

layers as

it

does not fuse

readily into

the glass.
As the platinum does not form a reliable bond right
at a tungsten

-

glass junction, such re:ions must be

given special treatment,

The tungsten lead at the button

seal is electrolytically etched clean by means of a few

drops of i normal NaOH dropped

mt O

the inside of the

button seal. A nickel wire probe and the tungsten load
are u8ed as electrodes. After the solution is removed
and the tube is clean arid dry, silver paint (Appendix B,
item 8) js brushed into the button seal region to make
contact between the platinum and gold band and the
tungsten lead (Figure 2). A band of the silver paint
the gold and platinum ring helps provide a lower

o.r

resistance path to the button seal and gives

further

assurance that a good contact is made between the inseal
and the layer of aluminum which is later applied to the
inside of the tube.
500°c

for 15

minutes

The silver paint is baked in air at

after

which

the inside of the tube

Is thoroughly washed in an ordinary household detergent

and Liven a final wasliing in the Alkaline - free deter-

sent Aloonox (Appendix B, item 9).

The latter Is used

because of chemical reactions between a1umirurn and
certain alkalies, which reactions damage the alurninuxn
anode over long periods of time in the event that rinsing
is not thorough,

After draining and drying, the tube is

ready for the application of the phosphor (ii, pp. 107103).

Forty ¿reins of the powdered phosphor, willenite,
(Appendix

13,

item 10) aro mixed kith 30cc of amyl acetate.

The vixturo is thon poured into a one quart ballnii1l and

:rojd for three hours
particles.

to break up aggregates of phosphor

The ballrnjll consists of a i quart porcelain

jar filled with about 3/1. inch well rounded agates (rocks).

The mill turns the jar about its axis at approximately
1

rpm,

After milling, some of the amyl acetate must be

removed so the suspension is poured into a container, the
mill is rinsed with 20cc more of amyl acetate, which is
also poured into the same container, and the phosphor

particles are allowed to settle out.
has settled,

When the phosphor

0cc of the 100cc of amyl acetate are poured

off and 2Soc of Varniton (Appendix B, item il) are added
to and thoroughly mixed with the amyl acetate and phosphor.

The mixture is then ready to be applied to the tube,

About 5cc (the proper amount of mixture to be used must be
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deterrniued from experience) Is poured into the spherical
tube which is then immediately rotated about the axis
of the neck of the flask in such a mariner that the mixture
flows out uniformly over the area of the tube wiich it is
desired to cover and often over much of the rest of the
tube as well (F1ure 8c).
s soon as the desired area is

covered, the tube is placed in such a posItion that the
wet phosphor is concave downward and the tube is ehen
continuously rotated at one or two revolutions per
second while a ontle stream of air is blown into the
tube (through the neek), The air stream should be
adjusted to make the drying time not less than 10 minutes,
otherwise the binder may crack causing discontinuities
in the screen,

the sereen is dry, the tube is given a 10
minute air bake in an oven at OOC to remove the
Varnitn. After the tube is baked, the phosphor can
easily be wiped from areas where it is not needed including
the band of platinum and gold (Fiure 2 and 3D), after
which the tube should be rinsed several times with
distilled water to remove loose pho3phor particles. No
additional binding material is needed to make the
phosphoz' adhere to the glass,
When

A

known)

special nitrocellulose material

is

made by

RCA

(name and number not

(Appendix B, item 3) to be used
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as a "metal carrier" In evaporatmn

the aluminum anode

The purpose of the meta)

onto the phosphor screen.

carrier Is to partia11y fill in the lrregularitiea in
the back or the phosphor so that the surface onto which
the aluminum is evaporated is somewhat snooth.

It has

boon found that by using this technique, the amount of

aluminum needed to form a continuous anode is reduced by
a

factor of about three.

In order to apply the metal

carrier, the screen area is covered by partially filling
the tube with a lO

acetone

-

90% distilled water

mixture, and a drop of the metal carrier is placed on the
surface of the liquid in the tubo.

After the

filin

of

metal carrier hardens on the liquid surface, the tube
is very carefully tilted to drain the liquid from under

the film through a piece of gLass tubing drawn down to
3

flInt

diameter and attached to the exhaust stem by a piece

of rubber hose.

The small diameter tubing causes the

draining process to proceed at a

iiore

uniform rate.

The

tilting should be done by a mechanical tilt table, in
the ease of spherical field emission tubes, because the

motion must be even and very slow if the thin film of
metal carrier is to romain unbroken.

The tube should be

tilted in such a manner that a constant water bead is

maintained above the point wktz'
joined to the f lask.

the exhaust stem is

It is necessary to decrésse the

rate of tiltin; near the end of the process, otherwise

the film wu:L tear' or be stretched too thin near the
exhausts 3texn.

should be about

he total

tiriae

ndnu.tes,

for draining the tube

but the screen should be

allowed to dry overnight before the metal is applied.
The drying

tir:e

may be shortened by oven heating to 100°C

or so.

The aluminum anode

i

evaporated (11, p. 108) onto

the iflner surface of the g1as

of the tiold eniss1on

tube by means of a 6 turn spiral filament of 20 mil

tungsten wire

Appendix

on a 6-32 machine screw,

B,

item 19)

rh

..

ich has been wound

The pitch. is increased slightly

by stretching the spiral (Figure lOA).

A small slug

made of aluminum wire (Figure lOA) is eons'uoted to fit
snugly into the spiral filament and the whole assembly
(Figure lOB) is

:iven a short electrolytic etch in i

normal NaOH to remove the aluminum oxide from the slug.

ir thIs step isnot performed, the aluminum must break
through the sack-like enclosure of aluminum oxido
surrounding it before evaporation occurs.
oxIde makes the evaporated aluminum

Remov1

of the

layer more uniform

and also assures that pertic1es of aluminum oxide do not

1nd

on the screen,

The spiral filunent is mounted on øonduoting leads

through a notai table on the vacuum ßystem (Figure

U)

and the tubo is placed over the filament and onto the
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the vacuuxnsystem table a

shown.

The lead3 are provided

for the purpose of evaporation while the tube is on the

vacuum system, the seal between the tube and the table
being made by a latex rubber washer.

The vacui

consisting of

iteiìi

a

forepump (Appendix B,

system,

12) and a mercu

ry diffusion pump (Appendix B, item 13) with liquid air
traps, is then started and allowed to run until the pressure

inside the tube is about lO
is begun.

n H,g

before the evaporation

The evaporated aluminuni 'layer should cover the

entire inside of the spherical part of the tube with the

exception of the area within about
the flask, as shown in Figure 2.

3/Li.

inch of the neck of

The aluminum is cleaned

from the region near the neck of the tube in order to keep
the electric field in the vicinity of the insoal leads small

and hence to minimize field emission in that region (neck

emission) and to decrease the possibility of vacuum arcs
there (see pp.

7

and 8).

The layer of a1uiinum, which

constitutes the anode of the field emission tube, makes

electrical contact with the outside of the tubo through
the

platinumgold hand previously baked into the glass.
After the tube is aluminized (Figure SE), the metal

carrier is removed

b;

baking the tube in air starting at

room temperature and coming up to about 350°C the rate of
temperature increase being approximately 300°C/hr.
is then continued at 35000 for 3

min.

Baking

The construction

of the field emitter envelope is now completed.
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ettor bube, consst1ng of a spherical Pyrex bulb

A

approximately 6
i

eni

in dianeter and having two side arms,

constructed (Fiure 12C).

stem and is of the

anio

One arm Is the exhaust

diameter Prrex tubing as the
The

exhaust stem of the spher1al field emitter tube.

other Is of 8ufticiently large diameter and length to
like the one on

take a two wire Insea]. (Figure 1ZA)

which the field emitter and filament structure

(Fiuie

7).

is

mounted

The source of getter material is In the form

of a spiral filament consisting of
tantalimi wire (Appendix B,

6

turns of 10

nih

Item 34) wound tightly, and

with no space between turns, onto a 1/8 inch diameter
rod.

The filament is stretched out so that its final

length is about

3/Li.

inch (Figure 12A) and is thon spot-

welded to the

O mil tungsten of

(Figure 1213).

No nickel spacers are necessary in this

the inseal leads

case as tantalum may be spotwelded directly to tungsten.

The mounted getter is then fused into the getter tube as

shown in Figure 12D.
In order to complete the tube assembly, the getter

tube (Figure

1313)

is first sealed onto the spherical

field emitter tube (Figure 13A).

The inseal on which is

mounted the field emitter and filament assembly (Figure
7E) is then fused Into the emitter tube after the lip on

the neck of the flask has been removed (by a hot wire

3t.

The lip should not be removed before

glass

evaporation of the aluminum onto the screen as lt is

needed in making a good vacuum seal during that
operation.

Evacuation of the Mueller Tube
The com.pleted tube structure (Figure 13C) Is now

ready for final evacuation,

urin

thIs evacuation,

only blown blass seals can be tolerated on the high

vacuum side of the diffusion pump, therefore the field

emission tube which Is to be evacuated is sealed directly
onto the glass of the vacuum system.
a

For the evacuation,

forepump (Appendix B, item 12) and a mercury diffusion

pump (Appendix B, item 13) wIth liquid air traps are
Oil diffusion pumps should be avoIded because of

used.

the formation of carbon compounds with the tungsten of

the emitter while lt is bein

heated during the evacuation.

The entire vacuum run takes about 12 hours and

consists of the following steps:
1.

The whole system is pumped down for about an

hour by means of the forepuzup only.

At the end

of this tiie, a Dewar flask containing liquid

air is raised around the trap on the forepump
side (low trap)

turned on.

and the diffusion pump is then

2,

All g1as

parte on the high vacuum side of the

diffusion pump (Including the liquid air trap)
re baked In ovens at 500oC for

Lj

m1rctes.

(One oven iz ospecially built to fit over the

liquid air trap end another is built to surround
the field omission tubes which

re to be

evacuated, see Figure i4.)
3.

The oven surrounding the liquid air trap on the

high vacuum side of the diffusion pump (high
trap) is turned off and &llowed to cool until

its teiporature drops to 200°C.

The oven is

then renioved from the high trap and a flask of

liquid air is brought up around it far enough
to half cover the trap.

After l5mirLutes of

baking with liquid air on the high trap, the
oven surrounding the field emission tubes is
turned off.
L.

Then the tenporature on the inside of the tube
oven reaches 2000C, it is removed.

.

The metal parts inside the tubes are then heated
to 220000 (uncorrected for e.issivity),

or as

near to that temperature as is possible, while
the glass remains unheated.

During this step,

etter is laid down in the getter tube for a

period of 30 minutes.

The tenperature at which
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but should be
high enoiigh in order to evaporate a reasonable
layer during the 30 minuteß. Getter current
getter is laid is not cz1tica1

as well as better temperatuz'e should be

measured at the start of this time as the color

temperature, deterxnined by an optical pyrometer,
is incorrect when read through an appreciable

layer of getter material,
6.

The procedure of step 2 is repeated except that
the liquid air is left on the high trap which

is not heated as

was the case

baking temperature for
is
Lo°c and the glass

before,

The

this, the second cycle,
is heated at this temper-

7,

ature for 30 minutes,
Repeat step !.

8,

The metal parts are heated again as in

and more getter is laid down.

step

in addition, the

glass constriction, where finsi sealoff of the

tube

is to

be made,

is heated with a gas torch

to a temperature which is sufficiently hih that
the constriction collapses sli:htly but not so

high
9,

10.

that the tube is sealed off,

procedures of step 6 are repeated, the baking
temperature being 1.00° end the time 30 minutes.

The

Repeat step 1.
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step

11.

Repeat

12.

Seal off the experiuenta1 tube from the vacuum

.

system.

More getter is laid down as

13.

emitter

xnay

needed,

(The

field

be operated before this step is

performed,)
The Mueller rNbe Used as a Vacuum Gaugo

pressure inside the tube at the time of seal-off
is commonly of the order of 1O nm Hg, but usually
The

getter has been laid down.
pressure inside the sealed-off tube can be determined
goes much lower after the

The

by

observation of the field emission pattern of an enclosed

tungsten

emitter,

Assuming that every gaseous, enemicaily

that strikes the emitter tip sticks to it,
Mueller (18, p. 3L16) calculated that at a pressure of
io6 mm Hg a layer of contaminating gas one atom in
active

atom

thickness (a monolayer) adheres to the tip of the tungsten
emitter in one second. As there is a linear relationship
between pressure and number of molecules (and therefore
atoms), the time required for the tip to accumulate a
monolayer is easily computed. At a pressure of l08
Hg, for example, a monolayer adheres in 100 sec, etc.
The pressure inside a field emission tube containing a
tungsten emitter can then be estimated by observing the

time required for approximately a monolayer of atoms of
the remaininç chemically active aases to adhere to the

emitter tip after

it

has been thoroughly cleaned.
uch as
A monolayer or less of atoms of a gas
oxygen produces definite end well known changes in the
pattern from a tungsten emitter (18, pp. 3l9-36). In
fact, adsorbed atoms present in only relatively small
numbers can be detected immediately becatse they tend

to group themselves around certain crysta1loraphic
directions and visibly affect the emission pattern in
corresponding areas, As the spacing between the atoms

crystal plane in question,
it is not difficult to see that atoms of an inpurity,.
when placed on a tunston emitter tip on which a large
number of planes are exposed will, because of their size,
fit better onto some planes than others. If present in
sufficient quantities, the impurity may tend to form ita
own crystal lattice which grows onto certain planes of
in

a

crystal depends

th. tungsten lattice.

upon the

The difference between the

pattern of clean tungsten (Figure 20A) and that of a
tungsten emitter to which considerably loss than a monolayer of oxygen has adhered (Fluro 20B) is imtiediately

obvious.

Direct Current and Voltage in the Operation of the
?iuel1er Tube

In order to produce the very high electric fields

required for the emission of measurable field currents,
a source

ot high potential is used in conjunction with

the special geometries previously described.

For the

steady current operation of various eniitters, whose

geometries differ somewhat, the high voltage source
should be variable over the range zero to about 12 KV.
As the maximum continuous currentwhich can be drawn

from an aluminum backed phosphortube is of the order
of 10 microamperos and chat from a point.to-p1ane or

metal anode tube is about 1000 microaxnperes, the source
need not furnish a great amount of power.
Â practical uppet' limit of current for a field

emission tube is imposed by the large quantities of gases
and other adsorbed and absorbed iapuritios, on and in the

anode (and in the phosphor of the Mueller tubes), which
are liberated during the bombar&nent of the anode by the

large numbers of high velocity field emitted electrons.

Such atome become ionized by electron bonbardnent,

The

positive ions, being strongly attracted to the emitter
(cathode), aro thought to inItiate vacuum arcs within
the tube (lO, pp. 1OL.3.iO5lj.

A metal type anode can be

heated by means of electron bombardment, by induction,

Lo

or by rad1ition during th reu1ar

bike-.otit of the

neta1

parts berore the final seal-off as a part of the evaet
ation process to reduc their conta1nat1oti, but heating
of an aluminwn anode to teriiperatures sufíiclently
to evaporate ixìpurities would also evaporate the

ii1i

positive ions can be
minimized, however, by resortin to short pulse (one
microsecond or less) techniques. In this way, currents
of over 6 amperes have been drawn f rori a sinle needle
shaped emitter of radius 2 x 1O
cm, the applied
potential being 85 KV. A description of those methods,
aluminum.

which

Cathode bombar&nent by

is adequately covered elsewhere (12, pp.

is not pertinent to

the present

further,:
very 1ino control

799-808),

dlscssion and will not

be pursued
A

of the high voltage can be

obtained by means of Powerstats (Appendix B, item 15)
arranged as indicated in the schematic diagram of Figure
1. The output of this circuit is applied to the primary
of the high voltage transformer, Field currents may be
measured by means of a sensitive ¿alvanometer (Appendix B,
item 16). The alvanoeter is connected from either lead
of the emitter filament (cathode) to the ground of the
high voltaíe power supply and should be equipped with a
variable shunt (Appendix B, item 17). A variable shunt

is

needed to cover the wide range of currents which

resulta

from the exponential dependence of field current on

apDlied potential (see Equation 8).

A high resistance of the order of 2 megohms may
profitably be used in the anode circuit during steady
current operation of a field emission tube to ìroteot
the emitter from damage in the event that a

occurs.

racuum arc

The high resistance limits the current which

can flow and thereby tends to quench an arc.

FIELD EMISSION

Rhenium as a

FROM RHENIUM

Possible Field Enitter Material

In l92, Walter Hoddack and Ida Tacke announced the
discovery of a rare metal, element number 7, in the ores
of platinum and coluxnbite end suggested that it be

rhenium
3L..7).

named

after the German province of Rhineland (lL, pp.

Rhenium

is

a member *f the manganese family of

metals which comprises group VIIA of the periodic
table. The average concentration of rhenium In the
earth's crust is i part in lO (iLk,
3WT) placIng it
sixtieth in abundance in the crust. Rhenium occurs in a
copper
large number of minerals, particularly
.

sulfìdes, the oxides of manganese, molybdenite, minerals
of the rare earths, and gadolinite (14., pp. 373Lß). It
Is not found in conznercial quantity in any o the minerals
of the manganese family, however, the known conmercial
sources being from molybdenitesobtained as a b/'product
during the mining of copper ore. The extraction of
rhenium from the ore is adequately discus3ed in reference
The end product of the extraction
(pp. 3t.7..361),
processes is powdered metal which is the usual
iL1..

commercial form.

Until

l92,

no process was

tion of pure solid rhenium, but

reported for the fabricaU. S.

Air Force sponsored
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research at Battelie Memorial Institute's during that year
x'esulted in the production of non-porous barB of the metal
(3, pp. 113O).

Further work at these laboratories gave

rise to the fabrication of the first rhenium wire
l43O), making

posib1e

a more

thernionic properties of th

(L.,

pp.

thorough study of the

metal as well as Caci1itat

ing a continued study or other physical properties such as

electrical resistivity, tensile strenth, and
of e1astcity (5, pp. 7-1l).

LI1OdU1US

Previously known therrniontc

data had been obtained by plating rhenium onto twigsten
wire.
Lon

before the developznent of the jrocess for

fabrication of rhenium wiro, the research
College, while 1ookir

material,

roup at Linfield

for a stable field cathode

became interested in studying the field emission

characteristics of thisietal.

As eniitter cleaning is

aecoiiplished by heating, the interest stenamed primarily

knowledge that the melting point of rhenium

from

ithe

(:14,

p. 357) is only

slihtly lower than that

of

the most common of the field emitter materials,

tungsten,

Since

the melting point of rhenium is 3170°C, it appeared

probable that, if an emitter of proper sharpness and
smoothness could be constructed, the field emission

pattern of clean rhenium could be obtained.
* }3attelle Memorial Instituta, 505 King Avenue, Columbus,
Ohio.

La

it

that rhenium had not yet been
produced in wire form, the proposed field ernision study
using this metal was temporarily abandoned, but interest
was renewed when the wire beesme available,
Vhen

was Lound

Áccoräin to Mueller (18, p, 313), the iabrication
and heat treatment of suitable emitters has been
uccessfully carried out with only nino different netala
and, of these, only the face-centered cubic and body-

eentered cubic crystal structures are

represented.

As a

further irupetus, rhenium ii of the hexaona1 eloaepack
structure, and

therefore field emission studios with

it

are of particular value.

For these reasons, & few inches of rhenium wire were

obtained from Bat'1le Memorial institute and the
construction of field

eru.itters of

size and smoothness

comparable to that of good tungsten emitters was undertaken,

The

Fabrication of Needle
At the tizne of the

ShaDed

first

iitters From Rhenium

correspondence wits

Batteile

Memorial Institute, only large diameter wire was available.

fLr*t samples obtained were O niii wire (Appendix B,
item 18) which then had to be etched ordrawn down to
about 10 mils for use as emitter blanks. Vithout proper
metallurgical equipment such as an.aeüing furnaces,
The

drawing soon proved to b

impo8sible.

Two etching processes were then ieded.
was that of etøhing down lengths of

diameter as small as

The fIrst

O mil wire to a

mils, if possible, and the second

as that of etching snooth points onto emitter blanks of

the sua11er dianieter wire,

As a solution to the first

probieu, it was found that iheniu

lytically In a

i

cn

be e tchod electro-

normal aqueous solution of sodium hydrox

ide* using the rhenium as one electrode and a piece of
nickel, which is inert to thiì solution, as the obher.

Short "load8" of

O mil

tunsten were spotwelded to the

ends of a 3 Inch length of 50 mii rhenium which was then
inirnersed dust

below the surface of the etching solution

with Its axis perallel to the surface.

An ac potentIal

of about 20 volts was applied to both leads by nieans of
a Powerstat (Appendix B, iten

15)

down to abott 15 or 20 mils.

During this process the

and the wire was etched

potential was applied at both ends of the wire in order
that It would have a core uniform diameter,

arid

the

horizontal position of the wire In the solution was used
to avoid the tapering which results if the axis of the

wIre

i

vertical (see p. 15).

* Other aqueous solutions which were fou.n to etch rhenium
electrolytically were NaOH, KOH, HCl, NaCI, and HNO3 in
various concentrations.

currents, the etched surface of
rhenium wire was found to be highly irregular when
examined under an optical microscope, the irregularities
being many times the radius of the tip of a usable emitter.
One specimen was etched down to about 5 mils and, at
places, there were holes completely through the wire.
This sample was heated to 21000C (corrected for emissivity)
at a pressure of about 1O mm Hg for one hour and then
at
for several minutos in an attempt to smooth out
the irregularities, but with no visible success. After
trying several etching solutions (see footnote, p.
and a wide range of applied potentials, both ac and do,
it was discovered that a much anoother etched surface
results if the end of a piece of wire is lowered a short
distance (about 2 mm) into the etching solution and a
sufficiently high so potential is applied to produce a
visible arc under the surface ol the liquid. With a blunt
wire (about 15 nih) an arc occurred atabout 35 volts; as
At low ac or dc

2500°c

the end of the wire became

sharDer due to et&iing, a

visible arc could sometimes be drawn at only 25 volts.
It was obvious that this was exactly what was needed for
making emitter needles.
Emitter blanks consisting of I. ¡mn lengths of about
etched down from 50 mils
were spotwelded onto tungsten filaments and sharpened by
15 mii rhenium which had been

Il-7

etehin3 using a dc potential, until they appeared sharp
to the unaided eye.

The final etch and smoothing was

accomplished by means of approximately

OO

eee. pulses

of ac, the potential of which was just sufficient to

produce a

tible

arc under the etching solutioñ.

Emitters thus produced were

exined

in an electron micro-

scope with modified sample rod as described on p. 19.

These needles were found to have tip radii and smoothnesß

An electron micro-

suitable for use as field emitters.

scope shadow picture of a typical rhenium emitter etched

in this manner is shown in Figuro i6.

The effect of the

etch without the final aro under the etching solutton is
shown by enittor Reó (Fiire 17A).

This emitter was etched

in the manner described above including the ac arcs except
that no visible arc occurred during the final pulse.

The

excessive roughness at the tip was removed by heating the

emitter to

2OOC

is shown in Figuro

in a vacuum for one minute,

The result

1713.

Eçporiirienta1 Results involving

Reutum

nitters

Bhonium emitter Res, the electron rnicroraph of which
is shown in Figure 16, was mounted in a Mueller projection

tubo of the particular design described above (pp. 23-37).

Another projection tube (monitor tube) containing a
tungsten emitter was constructed and the exhaust stems of

of the two tubes were

omiccted toether,

A single

getter tube was also connected to the combined tube
The

system which was then evacuated and sea1ed-ott

monitor tube wss

ued

to

L1ve an indication of the

pressure of chemically active gases by observations of
the rate of contamination of the tungsten emitter In the

manner described previously (p. 37).

By this iiethod, the

pressure of che2uically active gases after soa1off was
judged to be less than

iO2

Fi eure 18A shows the first emis sion (before any

heating) obtained frc

rhenium emitter Res.

anode-cathode potential was LOOO volts.
ease of previously used materials,

The applied

Since, in the

the criterion for

cleanliness is the 'snioothness" of or lack of irregiilar
bright or dark spots on the emission pattern (18, pp. 3lL
320) it was assumed that the rhenium was not clean and the

emitter

ws

therefore heated to 2200°C for I sec.

The

pattern at the end of this time is shown in Figure 16B,
The applied potential was 600o volts.

Figure 18C shows the

pattern after the emitter was heated for i minute at 2300°C;.
V : E400 volts.

¡XL

Figure lSD, the emitter has been heated

for 1 ninute, this tine at 200°C; V

8100 volts.

The

pattern of Fiure 18E shows the effect of another i minute

period of heating at 2O0°C; V
another

i

8300 volts.

After still

minute interval of heating at 2500°C (total

r9

hcating time at 2OO°C was 3 minutes), the pattern was
as siown in Figure 18F. The pattern of Figure 18F waa
first judaed to be that of clean rheniuni, but further
heat treatment of another rhenium enitter (omitter Re7)
ahowod that even greater snioothnesstt f the pattern
could be attained (Fiure 19), A field carront-voltage
relationship for clean rhoniuni ernitter Re7 during diroct
current operation is shown in Figure 21. That the
straight lIne which results is the necessary and
sufficient proof of true field sissiori was indicated

onpae6.
stated above (p. t8) the tunßstefl monitor'
tube was ori1na11y intended to b used primarily as a
nicans of eatinatin pressure, but it soon became obvious
As was

that the

rhenium

enitter did not

rapidly as the tungsten a
their emission patterns.

become contaminated as

was evidenced by changos
As a

result, the

in

combined

rhenium-tungsten tube system was used to obtain information on the contamination rates of tungsten and rhenium
emitters as well as other data while both were under the
saine vacuum conditions. In order to compare contamina"
tion rates, both emitters were heated until clesn
(Fi:ures 20A and 22A) and then allowed to stand without
further heating (the patterns were observed occasionally)

for a period of two weeks, At tho end of this time, the
tungsten pattern showed definite contamination of that
emitter (Figure 2013) whIle no visible c1iançe occurred
in the rhenium pattern (Figure 22B). No change could be
observed in the rhenium pattern after as long as ten
weeks but the dark "X" of Figure 20B became more
pronounced in the tungsten pattern at the end of that
time.

si
TEE EMI&31 ON PATTERN O)RRESPONDING TO
HEXAGONAL

CRY3&L STRUCTURE

the dsrkor areas of a
field emission pattern as viewed in a Mueller type
projection tube correspond to the crystal faces of the
monocrystalline emitter tip having larger work functions
and the lighter areas of the pattern correspond to
crystal faces of lower work function (18, pp. 32L-329).
It was also pointed out that, in the case of a clean
emitter, the dark and light areas of the mission
pattern have been correlated with the knows crystal
structure and crystal orientation within the emitter
The appearance of the pattern from a
(18, p. 319).
clean tungsten emitter for example, is well known (see
Figure 20A).
Photographs of the emission patterns from four* of
the five rhenium OEnitters whose emission has been
19 and 2L. Examinaobserved aro shown in Figures
tion of the patterns shows that, in each case, the axis
of sixfold symmetry resulting from the hexagonal alosepack (hcp) crystal structure of rhenium is perpendicular
(or nearly so) to the emitter axis. The other crystal
As was

previously

indicated1

i,

* One of the rhenium emitters was operated at a pressure
of lO'+ mm Hg and suffered a vacuum arc before its
pattern could be photographed. The orientation of the
pattern was observed before the arc occurred, however,
and was similar to that of the other four.
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direction8 apoear to be rotated *t random, fròxu emitter
to emitter, about the axle ot six-fold syxmnetry as may
also b seen in the figuree indicated above,
The Miller-Bravais indices (22, p. 79-W4) of the
crystal planes corresponding to the dark areas of the
pattern were determined from the feoetry of the hexagonal close-packed structire with the aid of a crystal
model, In th e model (Fiures 25 and 26), the base
plane has the indices 0001. As has been indicated, the
crystallographic direction corresponding to this plane
is at right an1es to the emitter axis. The two sets
.

of planes perpendicular to the 0001 olano and having the

next smallest indices
{iToo}

and

[l].6J.

It

make up
may be

the hexagonal prisms
seen from the model that,

of these two sets of planes, the set exhibiting the
smoothest surf*e (greatest atomic population) has the
indices [1T003. it has been pointed out above that the

larger

and darker areas of the omission

pattern corres-

crystal planes of higher work function where
electron emission Is reduced (19, pp. 297306), ThO

pond to

planes of hic;hest work function are those of low indices
and .reater surface smoothness. The satne rules permit
correlation of pattern and crystallographic structure
in the caso of rhenium, Accordingly, the large round
dark area near the center of the emission patterns of
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Figure 19 has the indices .[ITOOJ.
the nunbers

1OO,

in Figure 23.

If it is assigned

the other dark holes are as indicated

That this is a choice of indices

consistent with the geometry of tne pattern may be
verified as follows:

It will be observed that the

axigular aistanee on Lue pattern between the

the 1i

areas is soxiewhat

bbtween
£roxi the

trie

geometry or the hep

ano.

122

anu

and

reater than tne distance

lOTi and the 1OT

separation of the

112

areas.
s

it can be shcwzn

tructure that the angular
f

-

itho

that of che iOT1 and tne

1i22 directions is o3.Q

bIT

o

directions is 50.0 O
I

Similar correlations between dark areas from all parts
of the visible pattern and their corresponding crystal

directions were made.
the rhenium

It is concluded that tue faces of

hep crystal having the lowest indices yield

the least field current density at a given valu.e et

applied voltage.

The effect is probably due to higher

work function; however it may be due in part to locilly
reduced field if such faces are shown to be planes of
extended areas as is often true in the case of tungsten.
If it is assumed that differences in intensity over the

emission pattern are caused by differences in work

function over the surface of the

onocrystallino emitter

tip, the variation in work function may be estimated to
be ir

the order of 10% (19, pp. 2973O6).

The 'hen1um

erilsslori.

pattern also indleates that

there are more crystal faces havii

on the xnonocrysta11n
case for a

tunte

rhenium 4!uiter tip

enitter; thi$ is a

to he expected because of the

cf the rhenLui.

high work fuiction
har

i

reu1t which

the
Is

hezaonal crystal st'ucture

INSIDE

OUTSIDE

OUTSIDE

INSIDE
1'1

OUTSIDE

INSIDE

C
Figure 1.

seen by
electrons near a metal surface, (A) without an
external applied field, (B) with an external
applied field, and (C) with field but modified
to include electrical ixge forces.

A one-dimensional potential barrier as
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Figure 2.

A form of the Mueller field emission electron
mic ro scope.

A

No. 73035 STUDEI«s Pocxiy

Figure 3,

D

Ruu.g

Steps involved in the fabrication of a field
cathode &id fil&ment structure,

Figure

Li.,

microscope stand with carriage modified for
etching needle shaped field cathodes.
A

/A

_

t'

(a)

c

___
-

___
___

(:ìELILD

iLi

B

LID

I-P-I

-

(h

C
D"

I-PH
(C)

Figure

.

sample rod from an R.C.A. typo E.M.T.
electron microscope modified to hold a field
emitter and filament of the type shown in
For further modifications, see
Figure 3G.
Figure 6.
The

DETAIL

OF

ROD

E

.1

Figure 5,

Further modifications of part C of the electron
microscope sample rod shown in Figure 5.

--_
a:PYREX
b: URANIUM
GLASS
B
E

No. 7)035

Figure 7.

-

ft..a

Various steps in the fabrication of the twowire inseal and the mounting of the field
cathode and filament upon it.
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L1

C

E

Figure 3.

The Mueller field emission microscope in
various stages of its development.

Uranium

A

E

F

-

-

-
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No. 7103$ Pyusw!
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Figure 9.

V
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_

-
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Poy N$
w

cy

p

The construction of the "button seal" used in
the Mueller tube (see Figure 8).
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Figure 10.

The tungsten filament and aluminum slug used
in the evaporation of aluminum onto the inside
of the Mueller tube (see Figure 11).

__

j

k'

Figure 11.

The metal vacuum system table with external
electrical connections used during the evapor-.
ation of the aluminum anode onto the Mueller
tube.

66

B

-.
No. 7103e

Figure 12.

c

N.

Steps in the construction of the getter tube
which is sealed onto the Mueller tube as shown
in Figure 13.

67

Figure 13.

The

final steps in the assembly of the field

emission tube system.
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TWO-STAGE
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DIFFUSION PU

PUMP

A diagram of the mercury vapor vacuum pump

with liquid air traps and bake-out ovens
(dotted lines).

5V
110 V

TRANSFORMER

AC

OUTPUT

p

Figure

1

:

POWERSTAT

The hig1i voltage "fine" control circuit whoae
output is applied to the primary of the high

voltage transformer.

_

I

Figure 16.

41L

I

Electron microscope shadowgraph of emitter
Re

_____

.

I

I

¿LE

I

A

Figure 17,

Electron microscopeshadowgraphs of emitter
Re6, showing the removal of surface
irregularities by heating the emitter to
2500°C for one minute in a vacuum,
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B

A

['IJ

E

Figure 18.

F

The development of the rhenium field emission
pattern during the cleaning of emitter ReS
(see Figure 16).

Figure 19.

Field emission pattern from emitter Re7,
The
small dark spots which appear on the pattern
are due to imperfections in the phosphor
screen,

LI

Figure 20.

field emission pattern from clean tungsten
emitter in monitor tube. B, pattern from same
emitter after a two week period without
heating, showing a definite oxygen contamination.
The small dark spots near the edge of
the pattern are imperfections in the phosphor
screen,

A,
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Figure 21.
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LI

1.0

(V IN

VOLTS)

A field current-voltage relationship for
rhenium emitter Re7 during direct current
operation0

A

Figure 22.

Figure 23.

B

A, field emission pattern from rhenium emitter
after cleaning by flashing (1 sec.) at
Re
after a
B, pattern from emitter Re
2S00°C.
two week period in the same vacuum system as
the tungsten emitter shown In Figure 20.

Emission pattern from a metal of hexagonal
close-packed crystal structure (rhenium)
in which the dark "holest' are labeled with the
Miller-Bravais indices of the corresponding
planes of the monocrystalline emitter tip.

Figure 2t.

Electron microscope shadowgraphs of and
emission patterns from rhenium emitters Re6
(above) and Re14. (below).

2.

Photograph of a model of the hexagonal closepack crystal structure showing several crystal
planes (see also Figures 23 and 26).
The gray
marbles (upper right) 11e in 0T13 planes
(Figure 23).

Figure 26.

Photograph of a model of the hexagonal closepack crystal structure show1n several crystal
planes (see Figures 23 and 2).

Figure
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APPENDIX A
List of Symbols Used
A.

A constant used inthe Millikan and Lauritsen
empirical relation.

A'.

A constant.

A''.

A constant.

B.

A constant used in the Millikan and Lsauritsen

empirical relation,
ßI,

A constant.

B''.

A constant,

E.

Total energy of a particle above an arbitrazy level,

F.

Electric field (in ',oits/cm) applied between the
anode and cathode of a field emission tube.

I.

Total ciu'rent (in amperes) drawn from

field emission

a

I

J.

Current density (in amps/cm2) drawn from a field
cathode.

u.

Height of a potential barrier (in energy units)
above the

wae arbitrary level as in E.

V.

Potential (in volts) between anode and field cathode.

W.

The Fermi energy (in electron volts).

Lt is the

usual parameter of the electron distribution in the

FermiDirac statistics and is equivalent

to the

thermodynamic partial potential of an electron. (See
reference 13.)

ôo
Ø.

Thorniionie work fUflti

volta.

of a metal in electxon

APP

A

Manufacturez'8 of Specialized Products

i.

Tungsten emitter wire:

¶1ype JICA (99.9%

North American Phillipa

Co. Inc., Lisbon Road,

pu»)

Lewiston, Maine,
2.

Corning Glass Co, #3320;

t7raniwa glass:

Glass Works, Corning,
3.
ie.

York.

kadio Corporation of America, Camden, New Jersey,
Kulite 50 i1 .ead-in wires: The JÇulite Tungsten
Company, 16 J3eekman

s,

New

Corning

Pyrex glass:

St.,

ew

York,

Corning Glass Co,

Glass Works, Corning,

New

New

J/771iO;

York.

Corning

York.

liquid bright platinum

6.

Liquid platinui:

7.

#05. Hanovia Chemical and Manufacturing Co.,
iewark, New Jersey.
Liquid gold: Hanovia liq uld bright gold #261.
Hanovia Chemical

Jersey.
8. Silver paint:

Hanovia

and Manufacturing Co,, Newark,

New

Nexnours and
9.

10.

Alconox:

Dupont

#Ii.760.

E.

i.

du Pont 4e

Co., WiLnington, Delaware.

Alconox Inc., Jersey City, New

Willeinite pho&phor:

Sy1ania ,22b1 standard green.

The Sylvania Electric Products, Inc.,

U,

Varni ton:

Label varnish #v-21,

Li6 N, Vsx'ney

Street,

Jersey.

The

Towanda, Pa.

Varniton Co.

Burbank, California

12.

Forepunip:

lOiO
13.

Cenco

Central Scientific Ca,

MeL;avac,

artin Avenue, Santa Clara, California.

Mercury diffusion pump:

#GHG-1Q, Distillation

Products, Inc. Rochester, New lork.
1I.

15.
i6.

TantAlum wire:

Fansteel Company, 2200 sheridan

foad, North Chicago, Illinois,
Powerstats: Powerstat, type 116, Superior Electrie
Co., Bristo., Connecticut,
Galvanometer: Leeds and Northrup type k, number F
which has a sensitivity of l0
aps/rnm (at
standard distance). £eeds and Northrup Co.,

Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.
37.

L8,

Variable shunt: Leeds and Northrup #216S. Leeds
and Northrup Co,, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania,
Obtained from Battello
Sø mii rhenium wire:
Memorial

19,

Institute,

TunLston wire:
p

05 King Avenue, Columbus, Ohio,

Sylvania Electric Products, Inc.,

Pennsylvania.

